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Abstract— We performed continuous observations of single-
event upset (SEU) cross sections for the energy range of
10 meV–1 MeV at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research
Complex (J-PARC). As a result, we were able to clearly observe
the effect on the cross section of the 10B(n, α)7Li reaction below
0.1 MeV.

Index Terms— Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), neu-
tron energy-dependent radiation effects, particle accelerator,
single-event upset (SEU) cross section, time-of-flight (TOF)
technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN society’s various infrastructures are becoming
increasingly dependent on digital technologies and are

undergoing a digital transformation [1], [2]. However, although
this enables people to enjoy greater convenience in their every-
day lives, various issues, such as software bugs in electronic
device logic and compromised security, have become major
social problems [3]. In addition, random phenomena called bit
errors can occur in semiconductor devices such as large-scale
integrated circuits (LSIs), including memory chips. Soft errors
caused by cosmic rays are one category [4], but there are many
cases where the causes are unknown [5], making them very
difficult problems to solve. At present, neutrons generated by
cosmic rays are considered to be one of the main causes of
soft errors in semiconductor devices in electronic equipment
used on the ground [6], [7], and [8].

It is therefore crucial to design and fabricate semiconduc-
tor devices and systems so as to minimize the single-event
upset (SEU) error rate measured in failure in time (FIT) units
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and thus to ensure the reliability and safety of these devices
and systems. In order to calculate the expected number of
failures due to soft errors in various neutron environments
(ground, building, accelerator facility, nuclear plant, under-
ground, space, and so on), the number of neutrons per unit
time at each neutron energy and the SEU cross section at
this energy are required for a wide energy range of neutrons
impinging on a particular target [9]. The SEU cross section
σSEU(En) is defined as

σSEU(En) =
NSEU(En)

8(En)
(1)

which identifies a neutron fluence 8(En) as the total number
of neutrons per unit area impinging on the semiconductor
device and the total number of SEUs, NSEU(En), generated
by these neutrons. Specifically, it indicates the probability
that one neutron per unit area causes soft errors. Note that
the SEU cross section for each neutron energy will differ
for each semiconductor device. In addition, neutrons in the
natural environment and neutrons generated by accelerators
have different energy distributions. Therefore, the soft-error
rate (SER) in a specific neutron irradiation environment can
be indicated as

SEU =

∫
∞

0
σSEU(En)φ(En)d En (2)

using the neutron flux φ(En) (the number of neutrons with
energy En crossing a unit area in a unit time) at each neutron
energy En and SEU cross section σSEU(En). Thus, the SEU
cross section is the most important basic data point that is
necessary for calculating the failure rate of semiconductor
devices due to soft errors.

Therefore, we devised a new method for measuring the
energy dependence of a neutron-induced SEU cross section
for a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) using the neutron
time-of-flight (TOF) technique up to 800 MeV. Using this
method, we were able to measure the SEU cross section with
high energy resolution from 1 to 800 MeV at the ICE House
of Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) [10].
However, it is impossible to measure the neutron energy range
below 1 MeV at the LANSCE radiation effects facilities, ICE
House and ICE II, because the interval repetition of the proton
beam, which is produced as a pulsed neutron beam, is 1.8 µs
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(1.8 µs corresponds to the neutron flight time of 0.6-MeV
neutrons over a neutron flight path length of 20 m) and the
neutron intensity below 1 MeV is very low. The JESD89B
standard defines a test method for determining a thermal
neutron SEU cross section using a nuclear reactor or an
accelerator-driven neutron source with moderators [9]. In this
method, the thermal neutron SEU cross section is calculated by
subtracting the total (high energy plus thermal neutron) SEU
cross section measured without a thermal neutron shield from
the high-energy SEU cross section measured with the thermal
neutron shield. Therefore, since continuous neutron energy
dependence cannot be measured, the thermal neutron SER in
terrestrial can be accurately calculated only when the neutron
spectral shapes in terrestrial and the accelerated tests are
almost identical. It is a serious defect for both scientific studies
and industrial applications that neutron energy-dependent SEU
cross sections below 1 MeV with high resolution are not
measured since thermal neutrons vary greatly depending on
the moisture content of the atmosphere and the hydrogen-
containing materials surrounding semiconductors. Note that
there have been many studies on thermal neutron-induced soft
errors, and the thermal neutron SEU cross section has already
been measured using nuclear reactors and accelerator-driven
neutron sources [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20]. In a recent report on 2021, for most of the devices,
SER in terrestrial was dominated by high-energy neutrons,
with thermal neutrons contributing as low as 1%, but there was
one device with thermal neutrons contribution exceeding 10%
[18]. There are also reports that SEUs due to thermal neutrons
occur even in modern devices without borophosphosilicate
glass (BPSG). If the SEU cross section of a sufficiently wide
energy range is unknown, accurate soft-error rates cannot be
evaluated for various neutron fields.

The pulsed neutron source at materials and life science
experimental facility (MLF) in the Japan Proton Accelera-
tor Research Complex (J-PARC) has high neutron intensity
below 1 MeV. Therefore, we decided to use the facility at
J-PARC MLF to perform a continuous measurement of an
energy-dependent neutron-induced SEU cross section for an
energy range extending below 1 MeV. Here, we present the
results obtained at neutron energies less than 1 MeV and
discuss the overall cross section from 10 meV to 800 MeV.

II. MEASUREMENT METHODS

A. TOF Technique

The TOF technique makes it possible to determine neutron
velocity v (i.e., neutron kinetic energy) by measuring the flight
time of a neutron along a known path length. In the sub-GeV
region, neutrons have velocities close to the speed of light,
and thus, we need to consider relativistic effects. The neutron
energy En is determined from

En =
m0c2√
1 −

v
c

2

− m0c2
=

m0c2√
1 −

v
ct

2

− m0c2 (3)

where m0 is the neutron rest mass, v is its velocity, c is
the speed of light, L is the flight path length, and t is the
neutron flight time. Using the TOF technique, it is possible

Fig. 1. Neutron energy versus the TOF at L = 13.7 m. The neutron energy
En is determined from (3).

to determine the energy of the neutron that caused a soft
error by measuring the time when the soft error occurred. The
relationship between the TOF at L = 13.7 m and the neutron
energy is shown in Fig. 1.

B. Soft-Error Detection on a Nanosecond Scale Using
FPGAs

In addition, in this experiment, we used the high-speed soft-
error detection circuit that we had previously developed for the
experiment at LANSCE [10]. The circuit can identify, in the
order of nanoseconds, the energy of the neutron that causes a
soft error by detecting a logical malfunction that occurs in the
configuration random access memory (CRAM) of an FPGA.
However, not all soft errors that occur in CRAM are logical
malfunctions, so the CRAM bit error rate and logical mal-
function rate are different. On the other hand, the functioning
of a CRAM cyclic redundancy check (CRC) check is such
that it can detect all CRAM bit errors. Moreover, the energy-
dependent probability distributions of the logical malfunction
and the CRAM error are identical since the CRAM error
causes the logical malfunction. These relationships can be
defined by

PCRAM(E) = PLM(E) =
NCRAM(E)

NCRAM
=

NLM(E)

NLM
(4)

where PCRAM(E) is the probability distribution of the number
of CRAM errors as a function of neutron energy; PLM(E) is
the probability distribution of the number of logical malfunc-
tions as a function of neutron energy; NCRAM(E) and NLM(E)

are the CRAM errors, where the logical malfunction counts as
a function of E ; and NCRAM and NLM are the CRAM errors,
where the logical malfunction counts for the whole energy
range (NCRAM/LM =

∫
NCRAM/LM(E)d E).

Therefore, the CRAM error cross section depending on the
neutron energy, σc(E), is given as

σc(E) =
NCRAM(E)

φ(E)
=

NCRAM × PLM

φ(E)
(5)

where φ(E) is the spectral neutron fluence to which the
device was exposed in units of n/cm2/MeV. It is difficult to
measure the logical malfunction as a function of the flight
time, PLM(E), and the CRAM error rate, NCRAM, at the
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Fig. 2. Time structure of proton pulse at J-PARC (200 kW) [22]. The
proton pulse of this facility is double bunch with a peak-to-peak measurement
of 600 ns.

same time because the logical malfunction is recovered by
reconfiguration or by turning the power back on. For this
reason, we measured PLM(E) first and then NCRAM. Note that
this circuit cannot distinguish the difference between single-bit
and multibit errors.

We adopted this method that can detect soft errors within
nanosecond order to measure wide neutron energy range from
10 meV to several hundred MeV at J-PARC. Note that for
measurements in the low-energy regions only, it may be more
efficient to measure the TOF of SEUs in the block random
access memory (BRAM) of the FPGA than with this method
using the CRAM. Because the BRAM measurement is high
detection efficiency and does not need to be measured in two
steps, the measurement may be simpler and more efficient.

C. Facilities

We conducted experiments using the neutron beamline for
observation and research use (NOBORU) instrument at No. 10
beamline (BL10) in J-PARC MLF [21]. MLF has 23 neutron
beam ports and 21 neutron instruments in operation. NOBORU
was constructed for use in various new experiments and for the
characterization of neutron source performance since beamline
neutron characteristics are highly requested. NOBORU has
an experimental room with a dimension of 3 (W ) × 4 (L)

× 2 (H) m3 surrounded by shielding walls made of steel
and concrete. A neutron beam with 10 × 10 cm2 cross
section is produced for the experiments. NOBORU has several
optical devices to control neutron intensity, neutron beam
shape, and energy spectrum based on the requirements of each
experiment.

Fig. 2 shows the fit curve of the measured time structure
of the proton pulse at an accelerator power of 200 kW [22].
As can be seen, the energy resolution of measurements in
the high-energy region above about 0.1 MeV is not very high
since the proton pulse of this facility is double-bunch with a
peak-to-peak measurement of 600 ns.

Fig. 3 shows the calculated neutron spectrum intensity
at 13.4 m from the moderator surface in BL10 using the

Fig. 3. Neutron spectral intensities at BL10 at accelerator power of 1 MW
[21]. The black line is calculated neutron spectral intensity at 13.4 m from
the moderator surface using the PHITS code [23] and JENDL-3.2 [21], [24].
The blue line is the neutron energy spectrum at L = 13.7 m and the spectrum
below 1 eV is calculated from the TOF spectrum in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. TOF spectrum at BL10 measured by Dr. M. Harada. These data were
used to calculate the relative values of the cross section at a neutron energy
below 20 eV.

particle and heavy ion transport code system (PHITS) code
[23] and JENDL-3.2 [21], [24]. This simulation is precisely
reproduced the geometry and materials of the beamline around
devices under test (DUTs) [25]. The adequacy of the calcu-
lated spectrum is confirmed using the foil activation method.
Fig. 4 shows the TOF spectrum measured by Dr. M. Harada,
an instrument scientist of the NOBORU instrument. These data
can be used to correct the shape of the low-energy neutron
spectrum below 20 eV.

III. EXPERIMENT

We performed the experiment at a proton beam power of
790 kW. The irradiated DUTs were two types of commercially
available FPGA with design rules of 40 and 55 nm. We made
separate measurements of logical malfunctions as a function
of neutron energy and CRAM error counts for the whole
energy range. The experimental setup at BL10 NOBORU
is shown in Fig. 5. This beamline has various neutron and
γ -ray filters and neutron collimators that can be applied
between the beam ducts, but we did not use them. The DUTs
were installed at a distance of 13.7 m from the moderator.
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Fig. 5. Our experimental setup at BL10. We did not use neutron/γ -ray filters
or neutron collimators between the beam ducts. The DUTs were installed at
a distance of 13.7 m from the moderator.

For the measurement of logical malfunctions, the DUTs and
the controller board are connected to provide four signals
(error, status, reconfiguration, and power). The error signal
is a timing signal indicating the point at which a logical
malfunction is detected. The status signal indicates the status
of the DUT during startup, monitoring, and error occurrence.
The reconfiguration signal is for reconfiguring the FPGA in
the DUT from the controller board. The power signal controls
the power supply of the FPGA in the DUT from the controller
board. The DUTs are recovered after an error by reconfiguring
or restarting the FPGA power supply. The reconfiguration time
is 300 ms for FPGA 40 nm and 10 ms for FPGA 55 nm.
Power OFF and ON is executed when reconfiguration does not
recover. First, the OFF time is 1 s, and when it still does not
recover, the time is gradually increased to 5, 10, and then 20 s
to recover. The controller board calculates the time difference
between the proton pulse and the error signal and performs
recovery control of the DUTs. An FPGA of the controller
board located 20 cm from the DUTs is reconfigured when a
soft error occurs. Also, the controller board outputs the time
difference value to a PC.

For the measurement of CRAM error counts for the whole
energy range, the CRC function of the FPGA was used to
detect CRAM errors. The CRC value is calculated when
generating the configuration bitstream [26], [27], [28]. After
the configuration bitstream is loaded into the FPGA, the CRC
circuit of the FPGA calculates the CRC value of the CRAM
and compares it with the precalculated CRC value. When
a soft error occurs in the CRAM, the CRC values become
inconsistent, and the error can be detected.

IV. RESULTS

The results of TOF spectra of the logical malfunction counts
for the two FPGAs are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) clearly
shows the double pulse structure. However, we were not able
to deduce the cross section from this since the pulsewidth of
each proton pulse was about 100 ns, and then, the energy
resolution was very poor. Fig. 6(b) indicates that logical
malfunctions occurred even at large flight time values and
low energy. The total counts of logical malfunctions in each
FPGA were given as follows: the 40-nm FPGA = 117 694
counts and the 55-nm FPGA = 269 227 counts. One FPGA
40 nm and eight FPGA 55 nm were irradiated at the same
time. The average interval of logical malfunctions for FPGA
40 nm and FPGA 55 nm was 1.8 and 6.3 s, respectively.
The irradiation time for FPGA 40 nm was 48 h and the

Fig. 6. Results of TOF spectra of logical malfunction counts for the two
FPGAs, which were the DUTs. Time bin of (a) 20 ns and (b) 10 µs.

TABLE I
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT OF NCRAM

total irradiation time of eight FPGA 55 nm was 474 h. These
irradiation times do not include downtimes for reconfiguration
and power OFF–ON cycle. If two logical malfunctions occur in
one proton shot, the second logical malfunction is not counted.
However, such cases are almost negligible because the average
intervals of logical malfunction were longer than 1.8 s and
proton shots of J-PARC were 25 Hz. In addition, Table I
shows a summary of the CRAM error counts with proton
shot number and irradiation time. The CRAM capacities of
FPGA 40 nm and FPGA 55 nm are 161.6 and 25.6 Mbit,
respectively. Also, in the CRAM measurement, one FPGA
40 nm and eight FPGA 55 nm were irradiated at the same
time. FPGA 40 nm can distinguish the difference among a
single-bit error, a double-adjacent bit error, and uncorrectable
errors. As a result, 82.2% were counted as single-bit errors,
5.3% were counted double-adjacent bit errors and 12.5% were
counted uncorrectable error. FPGA 55 nm does not have the
function to distinguish different errors.

The blue line in Fig. 3 shows the neutron energy spectrum
at a proton beam power of 790 kW with L = 13.7 m.
This spectrum was converted from the calculated spectrum in
Fig. 3 for a proton beam power of 790 kW with L = 13.7 m.
In addition, the spectrum below 1 eV is deduced from the TOF
spectrum shown in Fig. 4 by conversion into a neutron energy
spectrum.

Fig. 7 shows the CRAM SEU cross section calculated
from the measured logical malfunction time distribution,
CRAM error counts, and neutron energy spectrum. The
vertical error bars are calculated with standard deviation
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Fig. 7. SEU cross section of (a) FPGA 40 nm and (b) FPGA 55 nm. The
SEU cross sections above 0.1 MeV at J-PARC are not accurate because of
the double pulse (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 8. Spectra of neutron flux at the ground surface calculated by EXPACS
[31], [32], [33] under the following conditions: altitude = 0 m, latitude = 35◦,
longitude = 142◦, and moisture content = 0.2.

(1σ : 68% confidence interval). The horizontal error bars are
calculated with 600 ns of the peak-to-peak of double-bunch.
The SEU cross sections above 0.1 MeV are not accurate
because of the double pulse (see Fig. 2).

V. DISCUSSION

We obtained the SEU cross sections continuously over an
energy range of 10 meV–800 MeV by combining the results
from our TOF experiment at J-PARC and our experiment
at LANSCE. The 1/v proportionality of the results suggests
that the SEU cross section below 0.1 MeV is due to the
10B(n, α)7Li reaction since its absorption cross section also
follows 1/

√
E (1/v law) and this reaction generates charged

particles (alpha and Li particles) that are strong causes of
SEUs. This trend was anticipated by Cecchetto et al. [29].

TABLE II
PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION OF EACH ENERGY RANGE TO THE

SEUS ON GROUNDSURFACE

Although these devices feature modern components without
BPSG, SEU cross sections in the thermal neutron energy
region showed similar energy dependence to the boron capture
cross section in the experiment reported here.

In addition, the energies of α and 7Li particles produced
in all directions by the 10B(n, α)7Li reaction are 1.4 MeV
(α) and 0.82 MeV (7Li). The ranges of these particles in Si
are 4 µm (α) and 2 µm (7Li) [30]. These secondary particles
do not affect this TOF measurement because they are fast and
short ranges enough.

We calculated error rates for various energy regions, and
the contribution of each energy region to the total SER was
obtained assuming a neutron energy spectrum on a ground
surface. Fig. 8 shows a neutron spectrum on a ground surface
calculated by excel-based program for calculating atmospheric
cosmic-ray spectrum (EXPACS) [31], [32], [33] under the
following conditions: altitude = 0 m, latitude = 35◦, lon-
gitude = 142◦, and moisture content = 0.2. Table II shows
the percentage contributions of each neutron energy range to
the SEUs on the ground surface calculated from the SEU
cross sections for the 40- and 55-nm FPGAs. These were
calculated from the SEU cross section measured at LANSCE
above 1 MeV, from the SEU cross section measured at J-
PARC below 1 MeV, and from the SEU cross section for a
constant value above 800 MeV. As a result, the contribution
of thermal neutrons (below 1 eV) was 18.24% for the 40-nm
FPGA and 26.66% for the 55-nm FPGA, and it was clarified
that these levels were rather high. These SEU cross sections
make it possible to calculate the SERs in the thermal neutron
range, which tend to fluctuate depending on the environment.

VI. CONCLUSION

We measured a neutron-induced SEU cross section for
FPGAs using the TOF technique for an energy range
from 10 meV to 800 MeV at J-PARC and LANSCE. The
effect on the cross section of the 10B(n, α)7Li reaction was
clearly observed below 0.1-MeV neutrons. As a result, it was
found that the contribution of low-energy neutrons to soft
errors was about 1/5–1/4 of the total error count and 1/4–
1/3 with neutrons over 1 MeV, and we believe that these are
significant proportions.
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